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Brilliant rocket scientist, NASA Space

Program leader and stellar role model,

Monica Lee Foley says future space

missions to involve women and people of

color
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Monica Lee Foley, Chief of Staff for the NASA Johnson Space Center, joined the Let’s Talk STEM

Please know that NASA's

mission is to land the first

woman on the moon.  We

will land a minority on the

moon. This is a new era of

space, travel and space

exposure.”

Monica Lee Foley

with Dr. Calvin Mackie podcast and shared her incredible

story: an African American woman from Baton Rouge, LA

who became a rocket scientist, flight controller for the

international space station, overseer of its electrical power

systems and manager of U.S. and Russia negotiations on

behalf of the space program. 

Her journey began as a teenager visiting Southern

University and A&M College, a public Historically Black

University in Baton Rouge. 

“I'm literally walking by the physics building on the campus of Southern University and a student

comes out, and he's kidding, but he's serious. And he says, ‘If anyone wants to major in physics,

they are literally giving scholarships away.’ ‘‘

It was music to Monica’s ears.

She was skipping her senior year of high school and had the credits required to enter Southern,

where she received a full physics scholarship. “Long as I can remember, I have loved science and

mathematics. Love. Love. Love. I was the child that wanted to take things apart to figure out how

they worked and could most times put them back together again,” she recalls in her inspirational
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Dr. Calvin Mackie

conversation on the new episode of

Let’s Talk STEM with Dr. Calvin Mackie

podcast.

“I've been at NASA for nearly 25 years,”

she says. “I started off as a flight

controller for the international space

station. I was there from the very

beginning of the building or the

assembly of the space station.  I was

responsible for the electrical power

systems where I earned three

certifications in that area, which was

unheard of at the time. I was the first

human being to do so, not the first

female, not the first African American,

the first human to do so.”

The purpose of space exploration,

Monica says, is to better understand

the universe so it can influence quality

of life on earth. “That's the whole

purpose and vision of NASA. That's

why we're going back to the moon.

That's why we're going to Mars,” she

says, adding that space travel may help

us improve disease treatments, grow

crops with limited water and soil or

create clean water.   

The acclaimed STEM expert discusses a

wide range of topics in the engaging

podcast discussion. In fact, Monica

says expect more diversity in NASA

missions. “Please know that NASA's

mission is to land the first woman on

the moon.  We will land a minority on

the moon,” she says. “This is a new era

of space, travel and space exposure.

And you will see some diversity in

these upcoming missions.”  

In commenting on space exploration and diversity, Dr. Mackie notes the trips into space and

conversations about colonizing the moon, adding, “they haven't sent a brother up yet. So, if you



are listening, Jeff Bezos you know, if you send me up, I'll be more than willing to come back and

tell the young kids who look like me this is a possibility.”

Dr. Mackie says the remarkable conversation, and Monica’s life story, exemplify the abilities, skills

and intellect of women and people of color when provided opportunities to excel in science,

technology, engineering and mathematic (STEM). “This is why we are committed to expanding

STEM education in Black & Brown communities across the country,” says Dr. Mackie, the founder

of STEM Global Action, a campaign and network of affiliates advancing STEM education for

children, parents and communities.

Since 2013, when Dr. Mackie founded STEM NOLA, a New Orleans-based, non-profit, his

initiatives pioneering STEM education directly in communities has impacted more than 80,000

students, 20,000 families and 2,150 schools across the U.S. and in five countries abroad. This

summer, Dr. Mackie founded STEM Global Action, which oversees STEM NOLA and other

affiliates across the country and in Africa. 

An archive of Let’s Talk STEM with Dr. Calvin Mackie podcast episodes. can be found at

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_UPXIrgkzwsXFiefgOpgYlUNzD-T3iaw

Our STEM Global Action website is a hub for our activities and a valuable reservoir of

information about STEM.   Enjoy our work: 

STEM Global Action Today, a newsletter with comprehensive articles on some of the most

important issues related to STEM, and takes readers into the lives of STEM educators and their

extraordinary students, who will be the STEM leaders of tomorrow.

https://stemglobalaction.com/stem-global-action-today/    

STEM Global Action Data Center, a one-stop resource library for studies, reports, video

presentations and news coverage about STEM. https://stemglobalaction.com/stem-data-center/

STEM Global Action Newsroom, an archive of press releases, media coverage, videos and online

stories about SGA’s work and our affiliate organizations, such as STEM Baton Rouge (LA), STEM

Grambling (LA), STEM NOLA (LA),  STEM Illinois (IL) and STEM Lafayette (LA) as well as our

associate organizations - STEM Little Rock (AR), STEM Houston (TX), STEM Charlotte (NC), STEM

Ghana (Africa) and STEM Tanzania (Africa).  At https://stemglobalaction.com/newsroom/
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